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Could Peaking Positive Guidance Signal More Good News to Come?
Brother, can you spare a semiconductor? If you happened by an auto dealership lot lately, chances are you
are aware the answer is no. Sparse new car inventory reflects an inability among automakers to secure
enough computer chips to operate the many electronic doodads widely incorporated into today’s vehicles.
Cars and trucks fetch top dollar as a result.

We are focused on earnings and, on that front, we
see reason for optimism among the companies we
hold. The average company among the portfolios
we manage firm-wide is expected to grow earnings
37.9 percent this year. The average company in the
S&P 500 Index is expected to grow 2021 earnings
27.2 percent.

Should you boast the financial wherewithal to buy
in these conditions – with certain used cars reportedly
selling at or above their new car sticker prices – be
prepared to pay up at the pump too. U.S. retail gasoline prices in May topped $3 a gallon for the first time
in more than six years as rebounding demand from a
pandemic-depressed lull collided with refining’s annual switchover to summer gas blends.

Automakers rarely sport the earnings growth potential to attract our attention, so their challenges don’t
materially limit our pool of potential investments.
Manufacturers, suppliers and showrooms closed early
in the pandemic, prompting automakers to cancel orders for parts with computer chips.

Yet investors appear largely unmoved. As spring
turned to summer and cicadas belted out their final
chorus, the stock market sang a different tune: Cue
crickets here. Volatility among equities in the second quarter returned to pre-pandemic levels. June
marked the narrowest gap between the S&P 500 Index’s daily high and low points for a month since December 2019.
We continue to gain insight into lingering supply
issues and progress in addressing them, and we remain
vigilant regarding pricing pressure and its impact on
individual-company fundamentals. Perhaps investors
acting in the same way are responsible for recent activity in the broader market. We don’t know, which
is why our outlook doesn’t hinge on whether investor
sentiment serves as an accurate assessment of the market’s risk-reward profile.
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From bidding wars over Cape Cod vacation homes
to an unpalatable rise in the price of a pot of borscht
in Moscow, the pandemic and the efforts taken to
counteract it continue to impact matters of economic
consequence at virtually every level around the globe.
Besides the wildcard nature of those variables, the current-day virus now offers a highly contagious genetic
variant that could jeopardize lofty economic forecasts
by upending the normalcy required to meet them.
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Source: Consensus estimates from FactSet Research Systems Inc., as of June 30, 2021.
This is not a forecast of future performance. Earnings growth for a portfolio holding does not
guarantee a corresponding increase in the market value of the holding or the portfolio.

With dealers offering home delivery and interest rates
low, automakers soon realized the downturn in demand
would be short-lived. Still, by the time automakers
were ready to order again, the limited global supply of
semiconductor manufacturing capacity was mostly dedicated to keeping up with increased demand for phones,
computers and video games. The Alliance for Automotive Innovation, a trade group, believes the shortage
could persist through most of the rest of the year.

Amid growing anecdotal evidence of pricing pressure, the 5 percent increase in consumer prices reported in May – the biggest year-over-year increase since
2008 – seemed like a development with market-spooking potential. While stocks paused in mid-June in the
aftermath of the announcement, they soon resumed
their climb as the Federal Reserve Bank reaffirmed its
assessment of the factors contributing to inflation as
“transitory” and indicated that rate hikes remained
unlikely until 2023.

ty. The printers use proprietary ink, providing the company recurring revenue to complement hardware sales.
The on-demand nature of Kornit’s solutions enable
producers to save on labor and inventory. The company’s products are also more environmentally friendly
than traditional and other digital printing methods,
marked by a low carbon footprint and no wastewater.
Titan Machinery (page 5) is a farm and construction equipment dealer, positioning it to capitalize on
customer demand driven by soaring crop prices and
booming homebuilding activity. The company operates a network of more than 100 stores in nine U.S.
states and six European countries.

As you might expect, we believe the key to the market’s
mood in the near term will be upcoming earnings reports.
Given that year-over-year comparisons will be benchmarked against one of the deepest stretches of last year’s
recession, current estimates call for eye-popping growth.

Equipment sales driven by farmers benefiting from
higher prices for crops such as corn and soybeans drove
19 percent revenue growth for Titan’s largest operating segment, agriculture, in its most recently reported
quarter. The company’s construction and international segments grew by 14 and 32 percent, respectively, in
the same period.

Analysts expect the companies in the S&P 500 Index to report second-quarter earnings growth of 63.7
percent, according to consensus estimates compiled by
FactSet Research Systems. If attained, it would be the
highest earnings growth rate for the index since the
fourth quarter of 2009, the last time year-ago comparisons reflected a recessionary environment.
It will be critical for companies to deliver on those
great expectations. So far, so good. FactSet counts 66
S&P 500 Index companies that already issued positive
second-quarter earnings guidance, which is the highest number of positive preannouncements since the
company began tracking guidance 15 years ago.

Sometimes in the investment business an attribute
that’s viewed as an asset one day can be interpreted as
a liability the next. Consider Avantor (page 4), which
won some positive attention for pandemic-related work
while testing and vaccine development were in full
swing. Some analysts choose to highlight this as a potential concern now that pandemic-related volume is down.

That’s about when Magnite (page 5) was founded. Today, the company operates the largest independent connected TV and video advertising platform. That puts
Magnite in a prime position to capitalize on the migration toward video streaming, currently one of the broadest secular shifts in consumer behavior taking place.

We think that’s a glass-half-empty analysis that
overstates Avantor’s pandemic-related work (less than
5 percent of revenue) and underestimates the rebound
in the company’s core businesses as researchers return
to labs, clinical trials resume and elective procedures
approach pre-pandemic volumes.

Magnite’s technology automates and optimizes the
purchase and sale of digital advertising inventory for
buyers and sellers. Digital advertising arms of companies that also distribute content rank among the company’s biggest competitors. Magnite’s independent
status makes it an attractive partner for publishers
seeking independence and a platform free from potential conflicts of interest.

As most of you probably know by now, we lost our
founder and friend Foster Friess on May 27 at the age
of 81. Lauded as a growth investing star for his accomplished career, Foster shined even brighter in retirement, which allowed him to focus his full attention on
philanthropy. Please see our
tribute to Foster on page 3.
Thanks for your longterm focus and continued
confidence.

Kornit Digital (page 4) offers disruptive technology
that enables its garment, apparel and textile industry
customers to nimbly cater to fickle fashion tastes. The
company’s direct-to-garment printers allow users to design and produce retail-quality clothing on demand.
Kornit also makes direct-to-fabric printing solutions
that enable users to create custom fabrics at any quantiFriess Associates

Scott Gates
Chief Investment Officer
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Foster Friess
It came as a surprise to any first-time attendee at one
of the occasional work parties that Foster Friess would
host at his home, but spouses of new hires tended to be
the ones most taken aback. Seating for dinner, they
would soon learn, was pre-determined. The goal was
to bring together people who might not otherwise engage through their work circumstances or personal relationships. Spouses, even Foster and his wife Lynn,
sat at different tables.

successful growth-stock picker.” CNBC dubbed Foster
“one of the last century’s great investors.”
In the early 2000s, Foster stepped back from day-today business matters and stepped up his giving. Foster’s
philanthropy, which will continue through the Lynn
and Foster Friess Family Foundation, stretched from
his hometown high school to water projects in southeastern Africa and tsunami relief work in Indonesia.
He funded mobile medical vans, prenatal medical facilities, mentoring programs and addiction recovery
efforts, among many other worthy causes.

Before long, the room was a buzzing testament to
Foster’s social genius, talk and laughter filling the air as
he took his jokes and conversation starters from table
to table. He knew how to make his company feel like
a family. He enjoyed making people smile.

Foster was the first ever recipient of the Muhammad Ali
Humanitarian Award. He was also honored as the “Humanitarian of the Year” at the National Charity Awards
Dinner. Among the many other organizations that honored Foster were the Becket Fund for Religious Liberty, the
University of Delaware and Catholic Charities.

Foster passed away surrounded by his family on
Thursday, May 27, 2021. He is survived by his wife of
58 years, Lynn, his four children, his brother and 15
grandchildren.

Foster liked to tell people that if it was all his money,
no one would ever see a cent, but because of his faith
he knew that he was only a steward, blessed to share
it with others. Speakers at Foster’s memorial services
emphasized his generosity, love of country and affinity
for jokes. Foster’s granddaughter recalled how breakfast excursions would often lead to the entire restaurant joining in song in exchange for a complimentary
breakfast, courtesy of her grandfather.

Coming from humble beginnings, Foster willed his
way to greatness in the investment business. Still, he
might be better known for his work as a philanthropist. Foster donated more than $500 million to charitable causes over his lifetime, the majority of which
was done quietly and related to causes that promote
Christian values, preserving human dignity and serving those in need of a helping hand.
Raised in Rice Lake, Wisconsin, Foster was a cowboy to 120 head of cattle as a teenager. He went on to
attend the University of Wisconsin, where he participated in an international exchange-student program
launched by investing pioneer Thomas Brittingham.
Following graduation and a two-year stint as an army
intelligence officer, Foster became Director of Research for Brittingham Inc., a NYSE member firm.
Foster sought a new direction when he started Friess
Associates in 1974. His investment approach stressed
capital appreciation among dynamically growing companies rather than the steady dividends from big companies preferred by Wall Street. He enjoyed early success by making money for the Stockholm-based Nobel
Foundation in a year when the S&P 500 fell 26 percent.
The firm blossomed over the next decade, leading to
the debut of Brandywine Fund at the end of 1985. Foster shaped the firm’s culture to emphasize service to clients, teamwork and work-life balance. Market-beating
returns over much of the 1980s and 1990s led BusinessWeek to write that “Friess may be the longest-surviving
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Avantor Inc., AVTR
$40

With Covid-19 cases in material decline, investors point to trends in vaccination and testing as
cause to question outlooks among companies that
benefitted while helping get us through the tougher
stretches of the pandemic. For proof that less Covid-19-related business should not shake our confidence in Avantor, we see no reason to look beyond
the company’s bottom line.

Avantor Inc.
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NYSE-listed Avantor Inc. provides missioncritical products and services to customers in the
biopharmaceutical, health care, education, government, advanced technologies and applied materials
industries. Its portfolio of products is used in virtually every stage of research and production activities, reaching customer facilities in more than 180 countries. Revenue rose 10 percent to $6.7 billion in the 12 months through March.
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March-quarter earnings more than doubled versus the year-ago period, exceeding the consensus estimate by 27
percent. The quarter marked Avantor’s sixth consecutive positive earnings surprise, a streak with pre-pandemic
origins. Margin expansion and debt reduction contributed to profitability.
March-quarter revenue increased more than 17 percent, with Avantor generating double-digit organic sales
growth in all three of its major geographic segments. Revenue gains reflected recovery in core business lines, new
product sales and expanded production capacity.
Covid-19-related revenue is at this point less than 5 percent of the total and trending downward. Growth is
coming from Avantor’s core business as researchers return to labs, clinical trials resume and elective procedures
approach pre-pandemic frequency. Reflecting its confidence in those trends, the company raised full-year revenue
and earnings guidance. The consensus estimate now calls for 43 percent earnings growth this year.

Kornit Digital Ltd., KRNT
$140

For fashion companies, getting the right apparel
in front of the right customers can be a tricky and
expensive proposition. Kornit’s disruptive printing
technology makes managing a complex supply chain
easier, allowing businesses to meet demand for the
latest fashion trends while holding less inventory
and conserving natural resources in the process.

Kornit Digital Ltd
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Nasdaq-listed Kornit Digital Ltd. makes innovative
digital printing solutions for the global printed textile industry. The company’s direct-to-garment and
direct-to-fabric printing technology enables sustainable, on-demand manufacturing. That means users
can take a just-in-time approach to producing only what they sell, quick printing customized clothing and fabrics tailored to each customer’s own taste. Revenue grew 38 percent in the 12 months through March to $238 million.
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March-quarter earnings grew to $0.16 per share from a loss of $0.20 a year ago, exceeding the consensus estimate by
25 percent. A record quarter for mass production systems drove 152 percent year-over-year revenue growth. Expansion projects with strategic accounts and new customer wins pushed Kornit’s order backlog to record levels.
Your team spoke with Chief Executive Ronen Samuel following the company’s virtual investor event. With more
than 50 percent revenue growth expected this year, the company updated its long-term guidance. Management believes
it will hit a $500 million run rate sooner than expected and laid out a new long-term target of $1 billion in sales by 2026.
Textile production is the second-most polluting industry worldwide, behind only petroleum. Kornit’s unique systems and inks and the production routines they enable minimize fresh water use and eliminate waste. The consensus
estimate forecasts 182 percent earnings growth this year.
Friess Associates
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Magnite Inc., MGNI
$70

With content carried over different, oftentimes
competing digital channels, many advertisers need
help identifying how to best reach their target audiences. Likewise, publishers with multiple means
by which to deliver content want to make the most
of advertising demand. Magnite benefits by bringing buyers and sellers together.

Magnite Inc.
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Nasdaq-listed Magnite Inc. provides technology
solutions that automate the purchase and sale of digital advertising inventory for buyers and sellers. The
company’s supply-side platform offers advertising buyers advantages in scale, cost and quality. For sellers, Magnite provides data-driven insights to increase yield while maintaining control over access to their audience. Revenue rose 53 percent to $246 million in the year through March.
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Magnite became a leader in a space experiencing one of the broadest secular shifts in consumer behavior now
underway when it completed its acquisition of SpotX in April, creating the largest independent connected TV and
video advertising platform. Its biggest competitors in the market, Google Ad Manager and Comcast Freewheel,
are also streaming content providers, making Magnite a likely partner for publishers seeking independence and a
platform free from potential conflicts of interest.
SpotX represented Magnite’s second acquisition of a top three connected TV ad platform in just over a year, giving the company a formidable lead over independent competitors. In addition to widening its competitive moat,
new revenue from video, which provides Magnite the highest payouts, boosts growth potential. The consensus
estimate predicts that Magnite will earn $0.58 per share in 2021, up from $0.17 last year.

Titan Machinery Inc., TITN
$35

Prices for corn and soybeans traded near historical
highs in recent months. While myriad factors make
predicting commodity prices nearly impossible, it’s
clear farm incomes are moving higher after a period
of stagnation. Titan benefits as customers purchase
the machinery needed to bring their crops to market.

Titan Machinery Inc.
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Nasdaq-listed Titan Machinery Inc. owns and operates a network of more than 100 full-service agricultural and construction equipment stores in the
U.S. and Europe. The company’s equipment is primarily used in agriculture, infrastructure construction, demolition, mining, energy production and
forestry operations. Sales grew 10 percent in the 12 months through April to $1.4 billion.
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April-quarter earnings grew to $0.46 per share from $0.15 a year ago, topping the consensus estimate by $0.30.
Sales grew 20 percent as strong demand across segments coincided with tight supply for both new and used equipment. Overall equipment sales jumped 26 percent, with parts and services up 10 percent.
Your team met virtually with Chief Financial Officer Mark Kalvoda to better understand supply chain constraints facing the industry. Titan’s considerable purchasing power helped it establish strong relationships with original equipment
managers over the years that are now paying off amid current conditions. The company also put in place a program to
move inventory as quickly as possible by allowing upfront equipment orders to skip stores and head directly to customers.
With adjusted cash flow from operations sitting at an all-time high, Titan enjoys plenty of capital it can use to
expand its footprint. Based on the consensus estimate, Wall Street expects Titan to grow earnings 47 percent in the
fiscal year ending January 2022.
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Never Invest in the Stock Market
“Never invest in the stock market” might seem like
an odd proclamation from a firm that earns its keep by
investing in stocks. But, when considered with some
added context, it makes a whole lot of sense.

based on the individual-company forecasts we develop
through bottom-up research.
Existing holdings must continuously earn their keep
by showing more upside potential than a new buy we
are considering based on their respective fundamental
outlooks. The idea is to replace good ideas with great
ones. This process of “forced displacement” triggers a
sale when assets from an existing holding are needed
to fund the purchase of a new, more promising investment opportunity.

That’s what Foster Friess believed when he founded
Friess Associates nearly five decades ago. The firm
was getting off the ground just as investors were being
introduced to passive investing with the debut of the
market’s first index fund. To Foster, whose stated goal
was to outperform the indexes, the better alternative
served as the second part of the firm’s guiding motto:
“Invest in individual businesses.”

We use our company-level research findings to build
portfolios one company at a time without regard to the
composition of any particular index. Maintaining an
individual-company focus typically results in portfolios
with low correlations to benchmarks. The portfolios
we manage won’t always track the market from one
week to the next, but that’s because we aim to hold
the kind of companies that position our portfolios to
outperform over the long haul.

Foster was a vocal proponent of active investing
during his lifetime. We are honored to continue employing the investment strategy he created. As a firm,
we are guided by a deeply held belief that the benefits
of focusing on the promise of individual companies
outweigh the effects of more difficult to predict broad
factors such as interest rates, foreign currency values,
commodity prices and general market trends.

We are not on the edge of our seats when newscasters
dutifully report how many points the Dow Jones Industrial Average gained or lost on a given day. We don’t
dedicate any time toward predicting the level at which
the S&P 500 Index might finish the year. Our strategy
is based on the premise that investors over time judge
each company on its own merits, so we remain consistent in our company-by-company approach.

Our investment strategy is straightforward at its
core. We believe that earnings drive stock prices. As
a result, we strive to capitalize on the relationship between earnings performance and stock prices by isolating companies experiencing rapid earnings growth
that appear poised to deliver expectation-beating results. To boost upside potential and limit downside
risk, we focus on rapidly growing companies that also
sell at reasonable multiples of earnings estimates.

Still, emphasizing individual-company earnings
trends, as we do, doesn’t mean ignoring all of those
other factors that, at various times, influence stocks to
one degree or another. After all, the stock market is
the conduit through which we employ our companyby-company approach. Market-moving events (like
the Covid-19 crisis) spur us to broaden our scope to
ensure we are not too narrowly focused when broader
conditions warrant special attention.

We look for companies with high earnings quality,
meaning the earnings a company reports accurately
represent its operational performance. We also seek
to identify companies with earnings catalysts, such as
new market opportunities or revenue streams, likely
to drive upside and attract positive investor attention.
Exhaustive research is the key to our earnings-driven
approach. We develop individualized earnings expectations for every existing holding and target company
by keeping in constant contact with executives and
others who manage, interact with and/or work in the
same industry as these companies. We use the term
“trade check” to describe the interviews we conduct
with company management teams, customers, competitors and suppliers.

Friess Investment Strategy Highlights
• Rapidly growing companies
• Reasonable price-to-earnings ratios
• Focus on companies likely to exceed consensus
earnings estimates
• Emphasis on under-researched, lesser-known
companies rather than industry leaders
• Intensive and repeated contacts with company
management teams, customers, competitors
and suppliers

Friess Associates is an active, bottom-up manager.
Each day we ask ourselves whether we are putting
the assets we manage to their most productive use,
Friess Associates
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On the Cutting Edge
Every so often, we like to highlight examples of innovative ideas that cross your team’s radar screen. Chances to
capitalize on investment opportunities related to them may lie in the future or may never materialize.

Free-Forming Alternative to Metal Plates in Bone Repair
The screwed-in metal plates that orthopedic surgeons use to stabilize broken bones fall somewhere short of
custom, with doctors determining the best option for the job at hand among candidates of a variety of shapes
and sizes. Metal plates can also limit patient mobility as, in some instances, surrounding soft tissue adheres to
them. Researchers at the Swedish KTH Royal Institute of Technology believe the new stabilization system they
developed, known as AdhFix, can function like metal plates without their limitations. The system begins with
screws inserted into the bone at opposing positions across the fracture to a point at which their heads remain
protruding. A layered patch, consisting of a medically approved plastic mesh and malleable composite of polymer and hydroxyapatite (a mineral that is essential to normal teeth and bones), is built to span the fracture and
connect the screws. Once the patch reaches the desired shape and size, high-energy LED light is introduced
to harden the material in place. In addition to outperforming metal in straightforward repairs, the researchers
believe AdhFix can be used to treat complex fractures for which plates are of little to no use. A company named
Biomedical Bonding AB intends to commercialize AdhFix technology, with plans to make it available for veterinary use in 2022 and human use in 2024.

Company Says Smaller Propellers Deserve Props
When it comes to windmills, bigger might not be better, according to a Norwegian company taking a unique
approach to harnessing wind power. Aptly named Wind Catching Systems (WCS) claims that its floating array
of wind turbines, with more than 100 smaller turbines stacked 1,000 feet high atop a platform anchored to the
ocean floor, can generate five times the energy of the biggest single turbines. In addition to performance, the
smaller rotors lend themselves to easier repair and maintenance work. They also operate better in high winds
than large turbines, which pitch their blades to reduce rotation when winds top 25 miles per hour to prevent
damage. WCS says energy production costs are in line with current grid pricing, with one array producing
enough energy to power 80,000 European homes. The expected lifespan of an array is 50 years versus 30 years
for single large turbines.

Plastic + E. coli = Vanilla?
Plastic waste continues to grow as one of the most pressing environmental challenges of our time. Much of
the current intellectual energy dedicated to addressing the problem focuses on repurposing post-consumer waste
to make more plastic or some other second-generation material, essentially repackaging the issue rather than
resolving it. Bacteria are key players in recent efforts to convert polyethylene terephthalate, the most common
consumer plastic known as PET, into something else – ideally something more degradable – entirely. Researchers at the University of Edinburgh believe they are on to a tasty solution. The team engineered E. coli bacteria
to consume a PET waste product, resulting in a chemical reaction to produce vanillin, the primary component
of the extract of vanilla bean. The bacteria converted 79 percent of the PET waste product, terephthalic acid,
into vanillin when added to degraded plastic bottles, according to the team. They describe their research as the
first example of using a biological system to upcycle plastic waste into a valuable industrial chemical, an achievement with important implications for the circular economy. In addition to its uses in the food industry, vanillin
is also an ingredient in applications such as anti-foaming agents, cleaning products, cosmetics and herbicides.

Lightweight Noise Dampening Material Poised for Takeoff?
Some places are noisy, such as an airplane cabin, because there is a performance tradeoff, in terms of weight,
to making them quieter. Researchers at the University of Bath created a graphene-based gel that they believe
is the lightest sound insulation material ever made. The material, which the researchers describe as a graphene
oxide-polyvinyl alcohol aerogel, is packaged in a Nomex honeycomb and can reduce noise by up to 16 decibels.
At 0.13 pounds per cubic foot, it weighs just one-fifteenth as much as traditional acoustic foam. The team at
Bath believes there are obvious applications in aerospace as well as potential uses in the automotive and marine
markets. They believe the material could be made commercially available in as soon as 18 months.
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Editorial Staff: Chris Aregood and Adam Rieger

Definitions and Disclosures
Any sectors, industries, or securities discussed should not be perceived as investment recommendations. There is no assurance that any securities discussed herein will remain in a portfolio at
the time you receive this information or that securities sold have not been repurchased. The securities discussed do not represent the entire portfolio and in aggregate may represent only a small
percentage of a portfolio’s holdings. Any securities discussed may no longer be held in an account’s portfolio. It should not be assumed that any of the securities transactions discussed were
or will prove to be profitable, or that the investment recommendations we make in the future
will be profitable or will equal the investment performance of any security discussed herein. Friess
Associates will provide a list of security purchases and sales for the past 12 months upon request.
Earnings growth rates quoted refer solely to the estimated earnings growth rates of the average
investment holding of Friess Associates based on consensus estimates. This is not a forecast of
future performance. Earnings growth for a portfolio holding does not guarantee a corresponding
increase in the market value of the holding or the portfolio. Diversification does not guarantee a
profit or protect against a loss in declining markets.
Earnings per share, or EPS, is the portion of a company’s profit allocated to each outstanding
share of common stock. The Price-to-Earnings (P/E) Ratio is calculated by dividing current
price of the stock by the company’s estimated earnings per share for the current calendar year.
“Bought” date highlighted in stock charts represents the initial purchase date by Friess Associates. The S&P 500® Index is a capitalization-weighted index. The index is designed to measure
performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of
500 stocks representing all major industries. The index is unmanaged, unavailable for investment
and does not incur expenses.
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